
          FRIDAY, 04/08/23 

 

R6 PORNICHET [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DU DOCTEUR ALLARD - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - Class G - Harness 

- EUR € 22.000  

 
1. GO GARFIELD - On a very long losing streak since only win. Needed the first run of year when 
sixth and is likely to be fitter this time. Might place 

2. GYPSO DU HANOY - Unreliable and did win a Mounted race in his penultimate start. Has 
disqualification issues but is capable of bouncing back in a harness race 

3. GABIN DU ROCHER - Showed improvement when fifth last time out. Unreliable of late and 
has disqualification issues. Might place 

4. GIRLY VICTORY - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when sixth at this course last time 
out and has run well here before. Has a winning chance on best form 

5. GAYA DE LORGE - Not disgraced when fourth last time out. Fourth in latest start but is on a 
long losing streak and others are preferred 

6. GALANT DE BRUYERE - At the top of his game of late and won well at this course last time 
out. Can follow up in this line-up 

7. GAUCHO DE LA NOUE - Holding his form well and won well in June. Has had disqualification 
issues in the past but is not out of it 

8. GITAN DU LUPIN -  

9. GLORIA MIX - Remains barefoot. Well tried this year without winning and is probably better in 
Mounted races. Others are preferred 

10. GAGNANT RUSH - Well tried this year without adding to win tally. Disappointing last three 
runs and others are preferred 

11. GINA PRIDE - Remains barefoot. Always gives of her best and is coming off a nice win. 
Capable of following up 

12. GRACE DE MAI - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and has only been modest of 
late. Needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

13. GUNNAR LA MESANGE - Remains barefoot. Well tried this year without winning but did run 
well when third last time out and could finish in the money 

Summary : GALANT DE BRUYERE (6) is proven at this course and is coming off a nice win. He 
does look the right one in a weak race. GYPSO DU HANOY (2) is unreliable and last won in a 
Mounted race but is capable of contesting the finish. GIRLY VICTORY (4) showed improvement 
when sixth last time out and has run well at this course before. GAUCHO DE LA NOUE (7) was 
not disgraced twice since winning and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

GALANT DE BRUYERE (6) - GYPSO DU HANOY (2) - GIRLY VICTORY (4) - GAUCHO DE 
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LA NOUE (7) 
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C2 - GRAND PRIX DE PORNICHET - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - European - Class 

D - Harness - EUR € 34.000  

 
1. FLASH QUICK - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and is probably better in Mounted 
races but could pop up in a place 

2. EMIR SPEEDHYCAT - Remains barefoot. Well tried this year without winning but has been fair 
of late and could play a minor role 

3. EGERIE DES JOSCO - In good form of late and was not disgraced when fourth at this course 
in her latest start. Can contest the finish 

4. EL FUEGO - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when fourth last time out but has been 
disappointing this year and others are preferred 

5. EDELWEISS PAULCA - Very good in Mounted races but was well beaten in a harness race 
last time out and others are preferred 

6. ELIXIR DE CRENNES - Much improved last run when fourth but has been well tried this year 
without winning. Last win was at this track and is not out of it 

7. FIRST GEDE - Not disgraced when fourth last time out in a Mounted race. Has been kept to 
Mounted races for some time now and is better in that discipline 

8. FUSEE DES VAUX - Remains barefoot. Fair recent runs of late with a couple of fourth-place 
finishes and could finish in the money once again 

9. EL VIENTO - Remains barefoot. Fair form in Mounted races this year but has struggled in last 
three harness races. Others are preferred 

10. FRANKLIN PARK - Showed improvement when fourth in a claimer last time out and did win 
two claimers earlier this year but has a tough task in this line-up 

11. ESMONDO - Unreliable since winning in June and was not disgraced when fourth last time 
out but is not barefoot now and others are preferred 

12. EVEIL DU LUPIN - Remains barefoot. Well tried this year without adding to win tally and has 
disqualification issues but does have a winning chance on best form 

13. ENJOY THE GAME - Remains barefoot. Clearly needed both runs this year after a lengthy 
break but is quite capable of bouncing back to score 

14. GIRL DE BASSIERE - Disappointed at Caen in her penultimate start but she is capable of 
much better and can go one better on her good last run 

Summary : GIRL DE BASSIERE (14) disappointed in her penultimate start but has been very 
good for some time now and is clearly the one to beat. EGERIE DES JOSCO (3) is in good form 
and should contest the finish yet again. EVEIL DU LUPIN (12) is capable of breaking a losing 
streak and deserves respect. ENJOY THE GAME (13) had a very profitable 2022 and may have 
needed both runs this year so could pop up at any stage to score. 

SELECTIONS 

GIRL DE BASSIERE (14) - EGERIE DES JOSCO (3) - EVEIL DU LUPIN (12) - ENJOY THE 

GAME (13) 
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C3 - PRIX YVON MENORET PRESIDENT DE 1999 A 20 - 2725m (a1 

11/16m) - National - Class E - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. ILLICO DU BISET - On a long losing streak and has been disappointing of late. Capable of 
doing better but others are preferred 

2. IVOIRE DU CHATELET - Well beaten in latest start. Unreliable and does seem to prefer the 
shorter distance these days. Others are preferred 

3. IRONWOOD PARIS - Disqualified in two starts since winning a claimer at this course. Tough 
task in this line-up and is best watched this time 

4. IDAO CASH - Fluffed his lines last time out when disqualified but he was in good form before 
that and is not out of it 

5. INA MELODY - On a long losing streak but was not disgraced when fifth last time out and is 
barefoot this time. Might place 

6. IDOLE DU RIF - Tenth in latest start and has been a disappointment this year but is barefoot 
this time and could be the surprise package of the race 

7. IBIZA DE BANVILLE - Remains barefoot. Improved of late and is coming off a nice win. Has a 
winning chance in this line-up 

8. IALKO JENILAT - On a long losing streak and is unreliable but did run well when third in his 
penultimate start and is capable of finishing in the money 

9. INES PICARDE - Not disgraced when fourth in a claimer last time out but is at best in that 
division and needs major improvement to win this race 

10. IF DE LA COUDRE - Disqualified in his penultimate start but is clearly better than that and 
usually gives of his best. Can upset 

11. ILEO PIERJI - Unreliable since winning in April but is always capable of finishing in the 
money and deserves some respect 

12. ICONE DU GARDEN - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when fourth last time out. 
More needed to win but could play a minor role 

13. IDEFIX D'OURVILLE - Has been kept to Mounted races mostly and has struggle din last four 
harness races and is best watched for now 

14. ISIS DE LA FERME - In very good form at the moment and was runner-up at this course last 
time out. Should fight out the finish once again 

15. INARA DU VIVIER - Fluffed her lines last time out when disqualified. Won three in a row over 
different distances before that and can bounce back to score 

16. ILLICO DE VAU - Very consistent this year and has recently been runner-up three times in a 
row. Can go one better this time 

Summary : INARA DU VIVIER (15) is versatile distance-wise and won three nice races before 
the last start disqualification. She can bounce to beat these rivals if at her best. ILLICO DE VAU 
(16) is knocking hard on the door and deserves a win for good last three runs. ISIS DE LA 
FERME (14) is in good form and was runner-up at this course last time out. IDAO CASH (4) was 
in good form before the last start disqualification and is not out of it. 
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SELECTIONS 

INARA DU VIVIER (15) - ILLICO DE VAU (16) - ISIS DE LA FERME (14) - IDAO CASH (4) 
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C4 - PRIX DE VERTOU - 27 & 28 AOUT - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - Class F - 

Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. HOOLIGAN - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak but has been in good form of late and 
can go one better on the runner-up run at this course in his penultimate start 

2. HOLDEM POKER - On a very long losing streak and best run of this year was in claimer. 
Needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

3. HAMILTON DU LUPIN - Remains barefoot. Much improved of late with some good third-place 
finishes. Has a winning chance in this line-up 

4. HORCHATA - Unreliable since sinning in April and was only a modest seventh last time out. 
Not barefoot this time and others are preferred 

5. HEROS DE CHOISEL - Unreliable but did show his best side with a nice win last time out. 
Capable of following up if in the same mood 

6. HERMES DE L'ISAC - Not disgraced when fourth in his penultimate start but has struggled in 
his other runs this year and others are preferred 

7. HUBERUS - Unreliable but does win every now and then and is barefoot this time so could 
improve. Might upset 

8. HIMOKA - Much improved of late and is coming off a good win but could like that shorter 
distance. Not out of it 

9. HERMES HAUFOR - Remains barefoot. Bounced right back to best with a good win at this 
course last time out. Can follow up if in the same mood 

10. HUMEUR LA RAVELLE - Remains barefoot. Not disgraced when fourth last time out. Finds it 
hard to win but is always capable of earning some money 

11. HAVANE DE PAIL - Well tried this year and has been disappointing and has not added to win 
tally. Capable of better but is best watched for now 

12. HAUCKLAND - Well tried this year and did win his penultimate start. Not disgraced when 
fourth last time out and has a place chance 

13. HORACIO DE CERISY - A bit of a disappointment this year and was disqualified last time 
out. Capable of doing better but others are preferred 

14. HIDALGO BOY - Remains barefoot. More than a year since last win. Not disgraced when 
runner-up over 3100m last time out. Might place 

Summary : HOOLIGAN (1) has been in good form of late and can break a long losing run. 
HAMILTON DU LUPIN (3) is in good form and could do better than some recent third-place runs. 
HERMES HAUFOR (9) bounced back to best with a good win last time out and can win again. 
HORCHATA (4) won a nice race over a shorter distance but seems best around that distance. 

SELECTIONS 

HOOLIGAN (1) - HAMILTON DU LUPIN (3) - HERMES HAUFOR (9) - HIMOKA (8) 
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C5 - PRIX DE NORT-SUR-ERDRE - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - Class E - Mounted 

- EUR € 20.000  

 
1. JOKER DES LOYAUX - Disqualified in a harness race in only start. Tries a Mounted race and 
can improve but is best watched this time 

2. JUNE DE RODREY - Remains barefoot. Not disgraced when fourth last time out but does 
have disqualification issues. Unreliable but can earn some money if smart 

3. JAVRILLON - Remains barefoot. Very experienced in Mounted races and always does of his 
best but battles to win. Place chance 

4. JINGLE BUROIS - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run and only win was in 2022 but has 
run some good races this year and deserves respect 

5. JAGUAR DE MONE - Unreliable and has been disqualified twice this year but is capable of 
running well when in the mood. Can upset 

6. JEUNESSE DOREE - Unreliable and has disqualification issues but has run well in some 
Mounted races and has a winning chance 

7. JORIS DE L'ELLE - Remains barefoot. Fluffed his lines with a disqualification last time out but 
was consistent before that and can contest the finish 

8. JELLINO SPRINT - Broke a string of disqualifications with a win and followed the win up with 
more winning success. Can complete the treble 

9. JOSHUA PEJI - Has struck a purple patch of form with two nice Mounted races of late, 
Capable of stretching that to a hat-trick 

10. JANSSEN DU CLOS - Unreliable this year and has been modest this year but tries a 
Mounted race and is capable of improvement 

11. J'ADORE CELESTE - Disappointing last two runs but did win before that and was not 
disgraced when fifth in a Mounted race before that. Might play a minor role 

12. JOLIE DES BAUX - Remains barefoot. Unreliable this year but has been runner-up twice this 
year including his last start. Not out of it 

13. JAZZISSIME - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and last won in 2022 but did run well in 
penultimate start. Place chance 

14. JOYEUX DES SOURCES - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two runs. Capable of better 
and is trying a Mounted race. Not out of it 

Summary : JOSHUA PEJI (9) and rival JELLINO SPRINT (8) have very similar profiles. Both 
were troubled with many disqualifications but have come well of late with two wins each. Either 
can complete the hat-tick and there are plenty of others ready to capsize them. JOYEUX DES 
SOURCES (14) tries a Mounted race and is not out of it. JEUNESSE DOREE (6) has run well in 
this discipline and has a winning chance. 

SELECTIONS 

JOSHUA PEJI (9) - JELLINO SPRINT (8) - JOYEUX DES SOURCES (14) - JEUNESSE 

DOREE (6) 
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C6 - PRIX DE CORDEMAIS - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 

17.500  

 
1. JACKPOT DU LIDO - Only win was in 2022. Has lost his way completely of late with three 
disqualifications in last four starts. Others are preferred 

2. JODEON - Only win was in 2022. Has disqualification issues but has been in good form of late 
and could play a minor role 

3. JOE TEJY - Has his disqualifications issues and was disqualified in last two starts. Two good 
runs before that give him a chance of an upset 

4. JOKER PLANCHETTE - Remains barefoot. Has yet to win a race but has been runner-up 
three times. Drop in distance could suit and can go close 

5. JUST ONE FLASH - Remains barefoot. Fluffed his lines with a disqualification last time out but 
was in fair form before that and has a place chance 

6. JAG DE LAYE - Much improved last run and was a good runner-up last time out. Drop in 
distance may not suit but is not out of it 

7. JACKPOT D'AXEL - Remains barefoot. Has lost his way of late with three disqualifications in 
last four runs but is cable of bouncing back to score 

8. JAKER DU GITE - Unreliable and only wins was a claimer but ran well when runner-up in his 
penultimate start and is barefoot and ready to surprise 

9. JOSHUA FAB - Remains barefoot. Has been disqualified twice in last four starts but is lethal 
this distance and has a winning chance 

10. JOAO DU RIL - Has yet to win a race after 15 starts and has been struggling all year but is 
barefoot for the first time and can improve 

11. JUAN PERRINE - Remains barefoot. Good third last time out. Takes a big drop in distance 
but has run well over a short distance before and has a winning chance 

12. JOLI COEUR JERSOP - Remains barefoot. Started the year in good form but has regressed 
of late and has disqualification issues. Others are preferred 

Summary : JUAN PERRINE (11) has been in good form and unless the distance is a issue could 
be the one to beat. JOKER PLANCHETTE (4) deserves a win after some good runner-up runs 
this year and he should fight out the finish. JOSHUA FAB (9) is right at home over this distance 
and could be a major threat in this line-up. JACKPOT D'AXEL (7) is capable of bouncing back to 
win if smart. 

SELECTIONS 

JUAN PERRINE (11) - JOKER PLANCHETTE (4) - JOSHUA FAB (9) - JACKPOT D'AXEL 

(7) 
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C7 - PRIX DE BLAIN - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 

17.500  

 
1. J'AIME DE CRENNES - Showed some improvement when seventh last time out but was 
disqualified in first three starts and others are preferred 

2. JALBA ROSE - Has yet to win a race. Well tried this year with only couple of modest runs to 
credit her. Others are preferred 

3. JAVA DU GERS - Remains barefoot. In good form of late but has not won a race yet. Tries this 
shorter distance and deserves some respect 

4. JAKARTA DU TRIO - Has yet to win and was a disappointment when only sixth last time out. 
Was in good form before that and has a winning chance 

5. JOYCE DES OLIVIERS - Yet to win a race. Very disappointing form this year but is barefoot 
again and might show improvement 

6. JAICA DU VIVIER - Not disgraced when fourth last time out. A long time battler but likes this 
short distance and could earn some money 

7. JISKA DE DREAM - Only win was over a short distance race last year. Has been a 
disappointment this year but could be the surprise package of the race 

8. JOLIE GUERCHAISE - Remains barefoot. Yet to win but is holding form and she does have a 
winning chance dropping in distance 

9. JOYERIA - Yet to win but has been runner-up twice over a much longer distance. Not out of it 
this distance though 

10. JULIETTA MOOD - Showed some improvement when scoring last time out. Drop in distance 
can suit and could follow up 

11. JAVA D'ALEXIANE - Only win was in 2022. Unreliable but does pop up in a place every now 
and then. Might place 

12. JOLIE ARCTIC - Has yet to win a race and was only seventh last time out but has been 
runner-up three times this year. Has a place chance 

13. JUMPIE PURPLE - Unreliable since only win in 2022 and has major disqualifications issues. 
Can place if smart but is hard to trust 

14. JAVA DE BOITRON - Remains barefoot. Has yet to win a race but has been runner-up in two 
of last three starts. Can win this shorter distance 

Summary : JAVA DE BOITRON (14) is in good form of late and could be ready for a 
breakthrough win in a very open looking race. JAKARTA DU TRIO (4) disappointed when only 
sixth last time out but was in good form before that and has a winning chance. JULIETTA MOOD 
(10) won nicely last time out and with that confidence can follow up in this line-up. JOYERIA (9) 
has been running well over a longer distance but also deserves respect in this line-up. 

SELECTIONS 

JAVA DE BOITRON (14) - JAKARTA DU TRIO (4) - JULIETTA MOOD (10) - JOYERIA (9) 
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C8 - PRIX DE CHATEAUBRIANT - 2725m (a1 11/16m) - Class F - Harness - 

EUR € 17.500  

 
1. KIARA MAURICIENNE - A three-year-old filly by Cobra Blue out of Quelle Fille who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

2. KLASSICA BLEUE - Not disgraced when runner-up on her debut. Steps up in distance but 
can contest the finish once again 

3. KEEGAN DE CAHOT - Did not show much in three starts before a good runner-up over this 
course and distance. Has a winning chance 

4. KINGSTON RIVER - Has already been disqualified twice in just four starts. Did run well in 
other two starts and could finish in the money 

5. KIVIVE DE HOUELLE - Did nothing wrong when scoring on debut last month. Tries a bit 
further this time but deserves respect for the win. Can follow up 

6. KRICK DU GUESCLIN - Holding his form well in three starts. Looks distance suited and this 
could be his type of race to win 

7. KERRIE GALBE - Disqualified on debut and disqualified in her latest  start but did win a race 
in between so cannot be dismissed away easily. Might upset 

8. KIKA JOSSELYN - Showed some promise when winning on debut this year. This looks 
tougher but could well be up to it. Utmost respect 

9. KANAKY DES HUPIS - Disqualified in her penultimate start but that is best ignored. Has some 
fair form and could finish in the money 

10. KELBELLE FRANCE - A fair debut when runner-up but has not been as good in next two 
starts. Capable of finishing in the money 

11. KALAMITY DE CHENU - Clearly unreliable. A good winner of her penultimate start but was 
disqualified in both other starts. Not out of it 

12. KLASS DU THEIL - Won her penultimate start but fluffed her lines last time out with a 
disqualification. Capable of doing better and can upset 

13. KIKOU D'ALEXIANE - Showed improvement when winning in his penultimate start but was 
only seventh over this course and distance last time out. Others are preferred 

Summary : A tough lucky last race. KRICK DU GUESCLIN (6) is holding his form and deserves a 
win but will have many dangers. KIKA JOSSELYN (8) won well on debut and could have more 
wins in the tank. KIVIVE DE HOUELLE (5) also won on debut and deserves respect for that win. 
KALAMITY DE CHENU (11) has fluffed her lines twice but won well in her penultimate start and 
could score again. 

SELECTIONS 

KRICK DU GUESCLIN (6) - KIKA JOSSELYN (8) - KIVIVE DE HOUELLE (5) - KALAMITY 

DE CHENU (11) 

 


